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Abstract
Phytochemicals have been components of man’s diet for millennia and are believed to have played a significant role in steering the functional development of xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes and transporters within the human gastrointestinal tract. Only recently, however, have plant secondary metabolites been recognized as modulators of human drug disposition. Despite exposure to thousands of structurally diverse dietary phytochemicals, only a few appear to significantly modulate human drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters. In some instances, these interactions may have beneficial effects like cancer prevention, whereas others may dramatically affect the pharmacokinetics of concomitantly administered drugs. In today’s global economy, the opportunity for exposure to more exotic phytochemicals is significantly enhanced. Formulated as concentrated phytochemical extracts, botanical dietary supplements are vehicles for a host of plant secondary metabolites rarely encountered in the normal diet. When taken with conventional medications, botanical dietary supplements may give rise to clinically significant herb-drug interactions. These interactions stem from phytochemical-mediated induction and/or inhibition of human drug metabolizing enzymes and transporters.

Introduction
Since time immemorial, plants have been a rich source of food and medicines. Protracted exposure to an enormous array of plant-derived chemicals (phytochemicals) has had a profound influence on human evolutionary and social development. Unbeknownst to many, evolutionarily ancient phytochemicals lie at the root of man’s ability to metabolize modern-day drugs. This is because as humans we have phylogenetically “inherited” the multiplicity of xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes (XMEs) and transporters necessary for detoxifying dietary and environmental chemicals. In effect, the expression and activity of human XMEs and transporters have been shaped by man’s exposure to phytochemicals, either as dietary components or as natural medicines. Modern drugs, many of which are derived from plant sources, are pharmacologically potent single-chemical entities, and XMEs and transporters are important determinants of their absorption, metabolism, distribution, and excretion. A variety of exogenous factors (e.g., diet, drugs, environmental chemicals, etc.) can modulate XME and transporter activity. These factors, in turn, can affect the efficacy and toxicity of concomitantly administered medications. Most healthcare professionals and many laypersons are familiar with the concept of drug-drug interactions and their adverse consequences. In addition, many fruits, vegetables, and other foods can interact with conventional medications, a category known as food-drug interactions. However, with the recent upsurge of herbal dietary supplement usage and the influx of non-Western medical practices (e.g., traditional Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine, Kampo medicine, etc.) that frequently incorporate botanical extracts, a new class of interactions have emerged: herb-drug interactions. Herb-drug interactions, while ancient in their origins, can have devastating consequences in today’s culturally diverse health care environment. In the last decade, several clinically significant herb-drug interactions have been recognized, prompting a surge of research into their cause and mechanism. Essentially two types of herb-drug interactions can be ascribed: pharmacodynamic and pharmacokinetic. Pharmacodynamic herb-drug interactions involve botanicals and...
conventional medications that enhance or negate each other’s effects as a result of similar or disparate pharmacologic activity, respectively. For example, weight-loss supplements formulated with Ephedra sinica can negate the effects of many antihypertensive medications due to the sympathomimetic effects of ephedrine alkaloids. Pharmacokinetic herb-drug interactions arise from the ability of phytochemicals or conventional drugs to modulate the activity of XMEs and/or various drug transporters. This review will focus on pharmacokinetic herb-drug interactions, with an emphasis on their sources, causes, and clinical relevancy.

**Plant-Animal “Warfare” and the Evolution of Metabolic Defense Mechanisms**

Phylogenetic analyses indicate that the evolution of vertebrate xenobiotic metabolizing enzymes, transporters, and their nuclear receptor regulators began 400 million years ago in a “war” of sorts between terrestrial plants and animals [1–5]. According to the hypothesis, as insects and higher order animals began feeding on plants, the plants, in turn, synthesized toxic phytochemicals as a means of deterring herbivory. Because plants are autotrophs (organisms that synthesize organic compounds from inorganic sources of carbon and energy) incapable of avoiding predation by heterotrophs (organisms that use organic carbon for growth by consuming other organisms), they have invested heavily into chemistry for their survival. One of the principal returns on this investment is the ability to synthesize a myriad of phytochemicals known as plant secondary metabolites (PSMs). Although not part of the primary biochemical pathways of cell growth and reproduction, PSMs are involved in regulation of symbiosis, defense against herbivores and pathogens, and chemical inhibition of competing plant species [6,7]. As plants evolved and adapted to more difficult environmental stresses, so too did the variety, complexity, and toxicity of their resident PSMs. These defense phytochemicals influence herbivores and microbes in a negative fashion by interfering with one, or oftentimes several, molecular targets (e.g., receptors, enzymes, other proteins). The structures of defense phytochemicals appear to have been shaped during evolution in such a way as to mimic the structures of endogenous substrates, hormones, neurotransmitters, or other ligands found in animals – a process termed “evolutionary molecular modeling” [8].

With the ingestion of myriad non-nutrient PSMs over millions of years, mammalian detoxification systems coevolved into an intricate system of XMEs, transporters, and nuclear receptors familiar to most biologists and pharmacologists today. In the case of mammals, detoxification of PSMs is accomplished through combinations of intestinal and hepatic XME-mediated oxidative, reductive, and hydrolytic biotransformations (phase I metabolism), conjugation reactions (phase II metabolism), or transporter-mediated efflux into the gut lumen or bile (phase III). Over time, continued exposure to multitudes of structurally diverse PSMs appears to have shaped the specificity, capacity, and the “promiscuity” of mammalian transporters and XMEs, rendering them effective at recognizing, transforming, and excreting a multiplicity of xenobiotic structures. This constitutes a mammalian catabolic antidote to plant biosynthetic chemical warfare [1–5].

**Plant Secondary Metabolites (PSMs): Plant Synthesis Versus Human Metabolism**

PSMs number in the tens of thousands and include a multiplicity of structurally diverse groups of organic compounds such as polyphenolics, alkaloids, nonprotein amino acids, polyketides, terpenes, steroid and triterpenoid saponins, cyanogenic glycosides, glucosinolates, flavonoids, phenylpropanoids, and others [6,7,9]. Central to PSM biosynthesis and accumulation are a host of plant enzymes and membrane transporters, including several whose homologous mammalian forms are familiar to most life scientists: cytochrome P450 enzymes (CYPs), uridine diphosphate glycalsyltransferases (UGTs), glutathione S-transferases (GSTs), sulfotransferases (SULTs), ATP-binding cassette transporters (ABC transporters), and solute carrier membrane transport proteins (SLCs).

CYPs, a group of heme-containing metalloenzymes, catalyze a host of crucial biological oxidation reactions in both prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In most cases these reactions can be summarized as activation of the substrate to a reactive intermediate, using electrons from nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) through the action of NADPH-reductase, followed by introduction of an oxygen atom to form a more polar product. In plants, CYPs are ubiquitous. Fifty-nine families have been identified, and most play an integral role in the synthesis of endogenous PSMs by catalyzing a wide variety of monoxygenation/hydroxylation reactions [10]. Plant CYPs also mediate the oxidative biotransformation of xenobiotics like herbicides/pesticides into more polar, less phytotoxic compounds (phase I metabolism).

A host of UGTS, GSTs, and SULTs catalyze the transfer of polar functional groups – sugars, sulfate, and sulphydryl, respectively – to a wide variety of substrates as a means of increasing hydrophilicity. These polar moieties improve PSM water solubility and transportability. Of the 19 families of plant UGTs, all transfer nucleotide-diphosphate-activated sugars to low-molecular-weight aglycone substrates thereby increasing their water solubility and providing access to active membrane transport systems that recognize glucosides but not aglycones [11–13]. SULTs and GSTs participate in several synthetic pathways; however, the extent of their involvement in PSM production has yet to be fully elucidated [14,15]. Recently, considerable attention has been paid to plant transferases and their role in propagating resistance to man-made agrochemicals [16]. Resistance develops when plants upregulate both CYPs and transferases in response to continued herbicide exposure [17]. As phase II catalysts, UGTs, GSTs, and SULTs conjugate and further detoxify metabolites of herbicides and pollutants. These conjugated xenobiotics, in turn, are readily sequestered into plant vacuoles where their phytotoxic threat is significantly diminished [16,17].

The ABC transporter proteins are a large and diverse superfamiliy of mainly membrane-bound proteins ubiquitous in all organisms, the hallmark of which is their ability to derive energy from ATP hydrolysis to actively transport molecules through membranes against a concentration gradient. Plants are a rich source of ABC transporters. More than 130 ABC protein genes have been identified in the genomes of both monocot (Oryza sativa) and dicot (Arabidopsis thaliana) plants [18]. Among their various functions is the transport of PSMs within and between cells and cellular organelles. Plants utilize ABC transporters to concentrate PSMs in those tissues vulnerable to herbivory, infection, or other stresses [18,19]. Unlike mammals, plants cannot excrete xenobiotic metabolites; therefore, ABC proteins aid in the transport of glycosy-
lated metabolites (a phase III process) into vacuoles and the cell wall where they are sequestered and their phytotoxicity neutralized.

SLCs promote the transmembrane movement of molecules without the hydrolysis of ATP. They can function as uniporters if a single type of molecule is transported down an electrochemical gradient, symporters if two molecules are moved simultaneously in the same direction, or antiporters if two molecules are exchanged in opposite directions. Although several SLC families (e.g., SLC7, SLC13, SLC17, SLC22, SLC36, SLC38) have been identified as transporters of positively and negatively charged endogenous substrates essential to primary plant metabolism (e.g., monovalent and divalent cations, amino acids) [20], their role in the transport of PSMs remains largely unknown. Since most members of the SLC22 family in bacteria and animals are polyspecific (i.e., carry multiple substrates) and transport both endogenous and exogenous compounds including many plant-derived drugs, it is likely that several plant SLC22 members also function in the transport of charged PSMs [21]. Taken together, CYPs, UGTs, GSTs, SULTs, as well as ABCs, and perhaps SLC proteins, comprise an important assemblage of enzymes and transporters vital to the synthesis and accumulation of secondary metabolites in plants.

In order to detoxify noxious PSMs, vertebrate animals developed analogous enzymes and transporters within their gastrointestinal tracts, in addition to several heterologous transporters not found in plants (e.g., organic anion transporting polypeptides [OATPs, SLC21s]). Unlike plants, which utilize CYPs, UGTs, and ABC transporters primarily for PSM synthesis and storage, mammals use them to metabolize and eliminate PSMs. Of the 18 identified CYP families in humans (41 fewer than in plants), only three (CYP1, 2, 3) are involved in the catalytic oxidation of xenobiotics, including PSMs [22]. Within these families, nine specific isoforms constitute the bulk of human phase I reactions: CYP1A2, CYP2A6, CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP2D6, CYP2E1, and CYP3A4/5. Of these, CYP3A4/5 is perhaps most important as it is involved in metabolizing almost half of all conventional medications. CYP2D6 and CYP2C9 rank second and third, respectively, in the number of drugs affected. These enzymes catalyze a variety of reactions including hydroxylations, dehalogenations, deaminations, N-, S-, and O-dealkylations, epoxidations, N-oxidations, peroxidations, and sulfoxidations, which usually render molecules more polar and easier to excrete. Present at high concentrations in intestinal enterocytes and liver hepatocytes, CYPs are the principal mediators of human phase I metabolism [22].

As for human UGTs, just 10 specific enzymes from two families (UGT1A and 2B) catalyze the bulk of all xenobiotic conjugations [23]. Like CYPs, UGTs are found in high concentrations in the intestine and liver. Unlike their plant homologs, however, human UGTs utilize glucuronic acid as the donor sugar. Glucuronide conjugates are more water-soluble and, in many cases, less bioactive. Five classes of human GSTs catalyze the nucleophilic attack of glutathione on electrophilic substrates, which in the case of lipophilic PSMs, enhances their solubility and elimination [24]. Two families of sulfotransferases, SULT1 and 2, which comprise 10 separate isoforms, carry out the transfer of a sulfate group to dietary PSMs [25]. As with most conjugation reactions, sulfonation usually renders a substrate less toxic. SULTs, however, may activate certain PSMs that are procarcinogens (e.g., estragole, safrole) [26]. Collectively, the conjugative capabilities of UGTs, GSTs, and SULTs constitute the bulk of human phase II metabolism.

Approximately 50 ABC transporters have been discovered so far in humans, 14 of which are related to the efflux of xenobiotics from various cell types [27, 28]. ABCs are expressed in a variety of tissues, often in normal epithelial cells such as the brush border membrane of intestinal enterocytes, the canalicular surface of hepatocytes, and the apical membrane of proximal renal tubular cells [27, 29]. ABCs in these tissues are believed to play protective roles; intestinal ABCs limit the absorption of xenobiotics, whereas liver and kidney ABCs facilitate elimination of xenobiotics through biliary and urinary excretion, respectively [30]. Among the most studied ABC transporters is ABCB1, also known as P-glycoprotein (P-gp) or multidrug resistance protein 1 (MDR1). Highly expressed in the intestine, liver, and brain, ABCB1 functions as an efflux pump exhibiting broad substrate specificity, including affinity for many PSMs [27–30]. It is now well recognized that the phase III safeguard provided by ABCs works in concert with phase I and phase II enzymes to restrict systemic PSM exposure.

Two solute carrier families (SLC21 and SLC22) function in humans as uptake transporters for a variety of endogenous and exogenous anions, cations, and zwitterions [27]. Specific members of these families may be found on the apical and/or basolateral surfaces of cell membranes in a host of tissues [27, 30]. It is as substrates for these polyspecific SLCs that many PSMs gain access to intestinal enterocytes and hepatocytes, at which point they can be acted upon by XMEs and ABC transporters. As a general rule, human XMEs and transporters exhibit broad substrate specificity, a characteristic that may be an adaptation to the selective pressures of an evolutionarily long and varied exposure to dietary PSMs [31]. In contrast, plant CYPs display much narrower substrate specificities [17, 32]. Such differences underscore the discrete roles these proteins play in plants, where they function in PSM synthesis and accumulation, versus humans, where their purpose is to metabolize and excrete PSMs. At first glance, this impressive collection of plant and animal proteins appears to be working at cross-purposes, yet they actually share a common goal of defense of the organism.

PSM-mediated modulation of human drug disposition

When consumed as part of the normal diet or as constituents in dietary supplements, many PSMs have the ability to modulate (inhibit or induce) the activity of human XMEs and transporters [33, 34]. For most transporters, transferases, and CYPs, PSM-mediated inhibition at the protein level can be broadly classified as competitive or noncompetitive. Competitive inhibition occurs when PSMs simply compete with another substrate (e.g., drug) for either a transporter’s binding domain or an enzyme’s catalytic pocket, whereas noncompetitive inhibition involves binding at a position other than the active site (i.e., an allosteric site). In both competitive and noncompetitive inhibition, the effects are reversible. PSMs may, however, also produce irreversible inhibitory effects, to which CYPs are particularly susceptible [33]. Known as mechanism-based inhibition, this process involves catalytic activation of the PSM to produce a reactive metabolite (i.e., metabolic intermediate or MI) that irreversibly binds to and inactivates the CYP. Compared with reversible inhibition, mechanism-based inhibition of CYPs by PSMs more frequently cause clinically important herb–drug interactions, as the inactivated enzyme has to be replaced by newly synthesized CYP protein [33]. Induction of XMEs and transporters by PSMs generally occurs via ligand-activated transcription factors [35]. Distributed in the liver, intestine, and other tissues, these cytosolic proteins, or nu-
clear receptors, can sense a wide variety of xenobiotics and act as master regulators of XME and transporter expression [36]. Ligand bound nuclear receptors form heterodimers with related coactivator proteins and translocate to the cell nucleus. There, these protein complexes bind several distinct DNA elements of XME and transporter genes to activate their transcription. Among the human nuclear receptors that recognize PSMs are the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AhR) – a regulator of CYP1A2 and ABCB1, the pregnane xenobiotic receptor (PXR) – a promiscuous xenosensing regulator of CYP2A, CYP2B, CYP2C, CYP3A, UGT1A, SULT2A, GSTs, various ABC transporters, and the constitutive androstane receptor (CAR), which directs the expression of CYP2B6, CYP2C9, CYP3A4, UGT1A, SULT2A, GSTs, and certain ABC isoforms. Considerable crosstalk also occurs among the nuclear receptors as they can share ligands, DNA-binding elements, and coactivators [37]. Simultaneously with CYP and ABC upregulation, ligand bound nuclear receptors may decrease SLC expression, a response in line with their function as xenosensors [27,37]. Of the many XMEs and transporters under the control of nuclear receptors, CYP2E1 is an exception. Induction of CYP2E1 occurs post transcriptionally, presumably by stabilization of enzyme degradation [38]. In short, various regulatory processes ensure optimized XME and transporter expression in the milieu of PSM exposure.

The heterogeneous nature of PSMs and their effects on human XME and transporter activity is exemplified by the sulfur-containing glucosinolates found in cruciferous vegetables. When ingested in sufficient quantities, vegetable glucosinolates are converted to isothiocyanates, which can inhibit certain CYP isoforms (e.g., CYP1A2, CYP2E1) while inducing the activity of various GSTs and UGTs [39]. Other noteworthy examples include hyperforin, a prenylated phloroglucinol found in St. John’s wort (Hypericum perforatum), and isookinone alkaloids present in golden-seal (Hydrastis canadensis) [33]. Hyperforin, a potent PXR ligand, induces several CYPs, UGTs, and ABC transporters; while the isookinone alkaloids berberine and hydrastine are mechanism-based inhibitors of CYP3A4 and CYP2D6. From an evolutionary viewpoint, it is understandable why XME and ABC transporter induction can be beneficial to mammals, as this mechanism would facilitate elimination of potentially harmful dietary PSMs. From the plant’s perspective, an ability to metabolically activate PSMs into a more toxic species by stimulating XME expression in animals may be just one course of action in a multiple defense strategy.

Inhibiting animal XMEs may be another favorable defense tactic for plants, especially if the absorption of one group of PSMs is facilitated through competitive or noncompetitive inhibition mechanisms produced by a second group. A multitude of unique PSMs can be present in a given plant species and, when consumed, these selected chemical entities may work in concert through XME or ABC transporter inhibition – and possibly induction – to promote the exposure of one PSM at the expense of another. An example familiar to most pharmacologists is the mechanism-based inhibition of human intestinal CYP3A4 by furanocoumarins present in Rutaceae species (e.g., grapefruit, Seville orange) [40]. When concomitantly ingested, the citrus furanocoumarins bergamottin and 6′,7′-dihydroxybergamottin can significantly increase the oral bioavailability of various CYP3A4 drug substrates [41]. However, it remains to be determined if the absorption of other grapefruit PSMs are similarly affected by the inhibitory effects of furanocoumarins. In itself, grapefruit juice is not harmful to humans, but its ability to inhibit CYP3A may have evolved as a successful defense ploy against other species.

Of course, PSMs generated by plants in response to stresses imposed by one species may actually prove beneficial when ingested by another species. Fruits and vegetables as part of the human diet are a case in point. Due to the variety of fruits and vegetables consumed by humans, PSM-mediated inhibition of XMEs and transporters may have salutary effects. For example, CYP2E1 catalyzes the activation of certain nitrosamines and other environmental carcinogens [42,43]. Inhibition of CYP2E1 activity and expression by organosulfur compounds present in garlic was correlated with a reduced tumor incidence in rat models of carcinogenesis involving nitrosamines [44,45]. Moreover, allyl sulfides in garlic oil and isothiocyanates from watercress have been shown to selectively inhibit human CYP2E1 in vivo [46,47]. While not conclusive, such effects likely represent one of many mechanisms to explain why diets rich in sulfur-containing PSMs appear to be chemopreventative [39,48]. Similar effects are likely related to interactions between PSMs and other XMEs and transporters.

The aforementioned examples illustrate that defensive strategies devised by both plants and animals, as a result of their continued “warfare”, have garnered biological defenses and victories for both sides. From the human perspective, the savage nature of certain battles in this “war” is still visible within the genetic code.

**Dietary PSMs and human CYP polymorphisms**

For thousands of years, plants have been an integral component of the human diet and, as a result, man has developed an efficient means for detoxifying plant-derived xenobiotics. Several lines of evidence, however, point to man’s continued exposure to unique phytochemicals, or lack thereof, as a possible mechanism for establishing genetic polymorphisms in XMEs [31,49,50]. Allelic variants in CYPs found among various ethnic groups are believed attributable, at least in part, to diets enriched by plants indigenous to specific geographic regions of the world [50]. Support for this hypothesis is coupled to the historical use of nitrogenous plant alkaloids among peoples of North Africa and the Middle East and the prevalence of the CYP2D6 ultra-rapid metabolizer (UM) phenotype in these populations [51].

CYP2D6 is an important human CYP isoform with regard to xenobiotic metabolism in that it catalyzes the metabolism of many nitrogen-containing drugs and has a high affinity for plant alkaloids [51,52]. Two other characteristics are also notable for CYP2D6: the enzyme is polymorphic, and it is not inducible [51]. Allelic variants of the CYP2D6 gene yield a range of xenobiotic metabolizing phenotypes: poor metabolizer (i.e., homozygous for inactive alleles), intermediate metabolizer (heterozygous for an active and inactive allele), extensive metabolizer (homozygous for active alleles), and ultra-rapid metabolizer (multiple copies of active alleles). Generally, most polymorphisms in CYP genes are of low frequency, but several are found with relatively high frequency in certain populations. For example, the incidence of the CYP2D6 UM phenotype is approximately 10%, 20%, and 30% for people originating from Turkey, Saudi Arabia, and Ethiopia, respectively, whereas UMs are uncommon in Northern Europe (1–2%) and virtually absent in Asia [51,53]. This polymorphism occurs at rates far higher than can be accounted for by random mutation events and is believed to reflect selection pressures resulting from early exposure to local edible and medicinal plants [50,53,54]. Perhaps not coincidentally, North Africa and the Middle East are host to many plants whose nitrogenous alkaloids are CYP2D6 substrates. The opium poppy, a source of nitrogen-containing opioids, is native to the Turkish region, and khat (a plant...
containing amphetamine-like compounds) is native to Northeast Africa and is ubiquitously chewed in Ethiopia and the Arabian Peninsula [54].

That CYP2D6 is not inducible may have rendered it more susceptible to dietary pressures that select for expression of multiple copies of functional alleles. This adaptation would have allowed subjects to more efficiently detoxify plant toxins. It has been proposed that this selection pressure occurred in Northeast Africa approximately 5000–10000 years ago during periods of starvation, which favored survival of those subjects exhibiting the UM phenotype [53,55]. Such a selection would have increased the number of plants available to provide useful food. Subsequent migrations to the Mediterranean area may also explain the high frequency of UMs in Southern Europe [51,55]. The reasons for mutant CYPs, which gave rise to slow-metabolizer phenotypes, are not known, but it is possible that during the course of human evolution the requirement for detoxification of nitrogenous plant alkaloids became unnecessary due to dietary changes. Thus, allelic variants, which would have spontaneously arisen, may have become established in the human genome due to lack of coevolutionary pressures to suppress them [31]. In other words, elimination of dietary pressures that had been selected for functional XMEs now favored selection of polymorphs with reduced function. Similar arguments have been made to explain the frequency of CYP2A6-reduced function alleles among Japanese [54], the slow-acetylator phenotype for N-acetyltransferase among Caucasians [50], and the ethnic distribution of glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase mutations [50]. One prominent researcher in the field provided a succinct summation of the theory: “It is very likely...that 6000 years of a diet principally of goat meat and milk products – compared with that principally of tropical fruits and plants – might lead to XME polymorphisms” [50].

Over the last ten thousand years, the advent of agricultural practices and plant domestication has, in many instances, reduced the number and type of toxic PSMs commonly encountered in the human diet, and increased the content of beneficial phytochemicals [56]. This circumstance has become even more pronounced in the last 100 years with the global distribution of domesticated grains, fruits, and other plant foodstuffs, in effect levanning man’s exposure to more common PSMs. Today, many PSMs present in fruits and vegetables (e.g., flavonoids and polyphenolics) are thought to possess beneficial health effects, especially with regard to the prevention of chronic diseases (e.g., cancer, cardiovascular disease, diabetes, etc.) [57–62]. As mentioned previously, modulation of XMEs and transporters are among the various pharmacologic mechanisms underlying the salutary effects of fruit and vegetable consumption. Yet, when taken concurrently with conventional medications, these mechanisms may give rise to clinically important drug interactions.

The purpose of the present review, however, is not to address drug interactions related to ingestion of PSMs present in common fruits and vegetables, but rather to evaluate the pharmacokinetic herb-drug interaction potential of several popular botanical dietary supplements, with an emphasis on their sources, causes, and clinical relevancy.

**DSHEA, Dietary Supplements, and the Risk for Herb-Drug Interactions**

Botanicals have been the archetype for medicines since ancient times, and still today they serve as sources for modern drug discovery. While their use in contemporary American medicine has all but disappeared, they still underpin the philosophies of traditional Chinese medicine, Ayurvedic medicine (India), and Kampo medicine (Japan). Up until the early 20th century, monographs for botanicals and botanical extracts composed a significant part of the United States Dispensatory and the U.S. Pharmacopeia, but the coming of the modern drug industry supplanted their use, relegating them to relative obscurity. That is until 1994, when the United States Congress passed the Dietary Supplement Health and Education Act (DSHEA), legislation that characterized botanical extracts as dietary supplements [63]. A dietary supplement, as defined by the act, is “a product (other than tobacco) added to the total diet that contains at least one of the following ingredients: a vitamin, mineral, herb or botanical, amino acid, metabolite, extract, or combination of any ingredient described previously.” Formulated as tablets, capsules, etc., they are sold alongside conventional over-the-counter (OTC) medications in retail outlets; and while not intended to treat, cure, mitigate, or prevent any disease, many consumers view dietary supplements as substitutes for conventional medications [64]. Since their introduction in 1994, dietary supplements have gained a significant foothold in the American health care system. As testament to their popularity, 18% of U.S. adults regularly consume botanical supplements, spending more than $14 billion annually [65,66]. Current surveys indicate that 20–30% of prescription drug users take medications concomitantly with herbal supplements, oftentimes without notifying their physician or other health care professional [67,68]. Moreover, 70% of regular users of botanical supplements also take prescription medications [67]. Prospects for herb-drug interactions, therefore, are considerable.

Most vulnerable to these types of interactions are the elderly. Adults aged 65 years or older are the greatest consumers of prescription medications, and concurrent use of multiple medications (polypharmacy) is common in this population [69]. When coupled with age-related changes in drug disposition – a normal consequence of growing older – polypharmacy predisposes the aged to adverse drug reactions as well as drug-drug interactions. Over the last few years in the U.S., a noticeable increase in botanical supplement usage has occurred among seniors [68,70], with as many as 40–70% of survey respondents reporting regular use of herbal products [68,71,72]. Surveys also indicate that less than 50% of Americans over the age of 65 disclose their herbal supplement use to physicians [71,73,74]. This combination of polypharmacy, botanical supplementation, and reticence places the elderly at an increased risk of herb-drug interactions.

**Uncertainty in Predicting and Interpreting Herb-Drug Interactions**

The molecular mechanism(s) underlying most herb-drug interactions and the clinical magnitude of their effects are oftentimes difficult to discern. The vagaries of these processes are rooted in both plant and human physiology. Factors influencing whether herb-drug interactions are of clinical concern include variable enteric CYP3A/ABC content and activity, human pharmacoge-
netics, phytochemical synergy, irregularities in phytochemical content, and incongruities between in vitro predictions and in vivo realities. Other confounders unrelated to physiological issues involve adulteration or contamination of botanicals with prescription medications or other toxins.

**Variability in enteric CYP3A/ABC content/activity**

CYP3A4 catalyzes the biotransformation of more drugs than any other CYP isof orm. Highly expressed in the liver and small intestine, it is a major determinant of drug bioavailability. ABC efflux transporters, localized on the apical surface of intestinal enterocytes, work in concert with CYP3A to regulate drug absorption. Intestinal CYP3A and ABCB1 expression can be extremely variable, with baseline enteric content/activity differing among individuals by as much as 8- to 10-fold, respectively [75,76]. Individual variability in protein expression is also evident for an assorted set of SLC transporters as well [77]. Such large interindividual variability can have profound effects on drug pharmacokinetic profiles and must be taken into consideration when interpreting clinical herb-drug interaction studies, especially those involving CYP3A4/ABC B1 substrates.

**Human pharmacogenetics**

Pharmacogenetics – the study of genetic variation on human drug response – is gaining attention for its impact on the outcome of herb-drug interaction studies [78]. Individuals expressing mutant XME or transporter alleles may respond to the modulatory effects of PSMs differently than subjects homozygous for the wild-type allele. Ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba), garlic (Allium sativum), and milk thistle (Silybum marianum) are examples of botanicals whose effects on drug disposition appear to correlate with allelic variants. In a cohort of Chinese volunteers, Ginkgo biloba supplementation significantly enhanced omeprazole hydroxylation in a CYP2C19 genotype-dependent manner [79]. For those subjects exhibiting a poor metabolizer CYP2C19 phenotype, ginkgo-mediated induction was more pronounced. Allicin, an active ingredient in garlic, increased the area under the plasma concentration-time curve (AUC) for omeprazole in a genotype-dependent manner for homozygous CYP2C19*1 and heterozygous CYP2C19*1/2 carriers, but subjects homozygous for CYP2C19*2 were not affected [80]. An increase in losartan AUC was also noted for volunteers with the CYP2C9*1/*1 genotype, but not in CYP2C9*1/*3 carriers when milk thistle (Silybum marianum) flavanolignans (e.g., silymarin, 140 mg) were administered thrice daily for 14 days [81]. From these examples, it is clear that certain herb-drug interactions may be genotype dependent.

**Phytochemical content variability**

When comparing results of clinical herb-drug interaction studies, variability in the phytochemical content of products evaluated is a common confounder. It is not unusual for large variations in phytochemical composition to exist among different brands of the same botanical species and amid batches of the same brand [123–125]. This drawback, often overlooked by clinical scientists, is dependent upon the plant species utilized (e.g., Echinacea purpurea vs. E. pallida), country of origin, production practices (e.g., cultivation vs. collection), climatic conditions, time of harvest, post-harvest storage conditions, plant part utilized (e.g., fruit, leaves, stem, root), extraction procedure (e.g., aqueous vs. nonaqueous solvent extraction), and extract dosage form (e.g., powder, tablet, capsule, liquid) in creating the final product. Variations in phytochemical type and content are perhaps more important to the safety and efficacy of botanical dietary supplements than for plant-based foods [126]. Unlike fruits and vegetables, where phytochemical exposure is dependent upon the quantity ingested, exposure to PSMs in herbal products is dependent on the dose and type of preparation ingested. Botanical products come in a number of different dosage forms including teas (for aqueous extracts), tinctures (alcohol extracts), and capsules and tablets of extracts (aqueous, ethanolic, CO₂, or other extraction solvents). Among extracts, the type of solvent used will determine the PSM profile of a finished product. Many products contain the same relative amounts of PSMs found in the unprocessed herb while others are formulated to contain added levels of “active” compounds. Such concentrated or otherwise modified extracts are more likely to influence XME and/or transporter activity and to produce interactions with concomitantly administered drugs.

Plant extracts are not created equally. Extracts “standardized” to contain known quantities of specific phytochemicals may differ considerably in the content of “nonstandardized” components [127,128]. Standardized extracts may also yield dissimilar quantities of PSMs when formulated into various dosage forms by multiple manufacturers [123–125,129]. Dissimilar PSM profiles, in turn, produce disparate effects on XMEs [130]. Variability in manufacturer’s recommended dose and duration of use are also
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Quite often, significant discrepancies exist between complexities, each approach has its advantages and limitations [126, experiments may not always coincide with clinical findings. Predictions and [84] chemicals appear capable of modulating XME and transporter activity [138]. First, most methods employ solubilizing agents (e.g., di-methylsulfoxide [DMSO], ethanol, acetonitrile) to facilitate exposure and uptake of poorly water-soluble phytochemicals into cells or microsomes. This practice, however, can exaggerate experimental findings because solubility issues that otherwise limit phytochemical bioaccessibility in vivo are circumvented. Second, phytochemical concentrations necessary to modulate enzyme or transporter activity often exceed those achieved in vivo. Third, studies examining purified compounds may not reflect the phytochemical complexity typical of extracts that may contribute to in vivo screening methods can identify botanicals/phytochemicals with inhibitory or inductive potencies that may warrant further examination in vivo, even though few significant drug interactions have actually been discovered or accurately predicted with in vitro methods to date [137, 138].

**In vivo animal methods (advantages and limitations)** Herb-drug interaction studies conducted in small animals (e.g., mice, rats, dogs, etc.) have advantages of being less expensive than human clinical studies and can often provide an initial assessment of bioavailability either for phytochemicals in pure form or in the context of a complex extract. Limitations of animal studies are that large, nonphysiological doses are often administered and, due to species variation in metabolism and transport, results are rarely generalizable to humans [126, 137].

**In vivo human studies (advantages and limitations)** The importance of in vivo human studies for investigating herb-drug interactions came to the forefront in 2000 when a succession of clinical case reports revealed that St. John’s wort drastically reduced plasma concentrations of the immunosuppressant cyclosporine, precipitating graft rejection in organ transplant recipients [139–142]. Because cyclosporine is a substrate of CYP3A4 and ABCB1, St. John’s wort was suspected of inducing the activity of these two important drug disposition proteins. Coincident with the case study series, conflicting in vitro studies indicated that St. John’s wort either inhibited CYP3A4 [84] or was a potent ligand of the orphan nuclear receptor PXR [143, 144]. Only after a series of prospective clinical studies incorporating other CYP3A4 and ABCB1 substrates, did it become clear that St. John’s wort was indeed a potent inducer of these regulatory proteins [145–149]. Since 2000, substantial numbers of prospective clinical studies incorporating a variety of experimental designs have been conducted (for recent reviews, see references [150–160]). Typically, subjects receive a single dose of a test drug or a cocktail of drugs that are markers for various enzymes. Individual drug phenotypes (e.g., pharmacokinetic profiles, drug/metabolite ratios) are then determined [46, 137]. This is followed by daily multiple dosing of the botanical supplement, usually for 14–30 days, whereupon phenotypic profiling of the test drugs is repeated. A comparison of pre- and post-treatment pharmacokinetic parameters or phenotypic measures is then used to gauge how XME or transporter activities were affected. The principal advantage of this approach is that it offers a definitive means of assessing the magnitude and implications of herb-drug interactions.

Several common oversights, however, can influence the outcome and interpretation of human studies. First, because botanical supplements often exhibit significant brand-to-brand and lot-to-lot variability, commercially available products must be analyzed independently for phytochemical characterization and content. Simply relying on stated label claims is insufficient. Second, disintegration and dissolution characteristics for specific dosage forms should be conducted prior to study implementation. Dosage forms failing to properly disintegrate or release their purported “marker” compounds within a reasonable time period will preclude any meaningful results. Failure to address these issues makes it difficult to extrapolate from one formulation to another. Third, an assessment of phytochemical bioavailability or detection of marker compounds in circulating plasma or urine provides evidence of exposure as well as subject compliance. Although desirable, this prerequisite is often limited by the pau-

**In Vitro Predictions and In Vivo Realities**

Most of the published research on herb-drug interactions has focused on in vitro evaluations of botanical constituents in microsomal systems, supersomes, expressed enzymes or cell culture systems such as transfected cell lines, primary cultures of human hepatocytes, and tumor derived cells. As a result, a substantial body of literature – of which only a modest portion is referenced here – indicates that many botanicals and individual phytochemicals appear capable of modulating XME and transporter activity [84–121]. In addition to in vitro studies, numerous in vivo investigations have been carried out in both animals and humans. Quite often, significant discrepancies exist between in vitro predictions and in vivo realities. Moreover, the results of animal experiments may not always coincide with clinical findings. Because the study of herb-drug interactions involves a host of complexities, each approach has its advantages and limitations [126, 137, 138].

**In vitro methods (advantages and limitations)**

In vitro studies are valuable for evaluating both purified phytochemicals and multicomponent extracts. They can provide mechanistic information about potential interactions and are relatively simple and inexpensive to perform. Several limitations, however, hamper their utility as predictors of in vivo responses [127, 137, 138]. First, most methods employ solubilizing agents (e.g., dimethylsulfoxide [DMSO], ethanol, acetonitrile) to facilitate exposure and uptake of poorly water-soluble phytochemicals into cells or microsomes. This practice, however, can exaggerate experimental findings because solubility issues that otherwise limit phytochemical bioaccessibility in vivo are circumvented. Second, phytochemical concentrations necessary to modulate enzyme or transporter activity often exceed those achieved in vivo. Third, studies examining purified compounds may not reflect the phytochemical complexity typical of extracts that may contribute to the net inhibitory or inductive effects observed. For example, many lipophilic glycosides examined in vitro exist as hydrophilic glycosides in extracts, a condition that may limit cellular uptake in vivo. Fourth, many PMSs undergo extensive intestinal and/or hepatic metabolism, a condition that may affect their net modulatory effects in vivo. Despite the limitations described above, in...
city of validated analytical methods available for measuring unique phytochemicals and/or their metabolites in biologic fluids. Furthermore, due to the complexity of botanical extracts, detection of specific marker compounds in biologic fluids may not necessarily establish an individual phytochemical as a causative agent in an observed phenotype change. Fourth, very few studies incorporate positive controls for inhibition (e.g., clarithromycin as CYP3A4/ABCB1 inhibitor) or induction (e.g., rifampin as a CYP3A4/ABCB1 inducer) as a means of gauging clinical relevance [161,162]. This last aspect provides a practical framework from which to compare and interpret the clinical relevance of human herb-drug interaction studies.

Recently, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) released a set of guidelines for interpreting the clinical significance of drug interactions in the U.S. [163,164]. These guidelines are based on clinical experience with several well-defined drug interactions, mainly involving the inhibition of CYP3A4. For this interaction mechanism, the benzodiazepine midazolam (MDZ) was shown to be a reproducible probe allowing quantitative determination of the interaction potential of an enzyme inhibitor. For MDZ, the extent of interaction can be measured in the form of an increase in the AUC. The guidelines propose that inhibitors producing changes in MDZ AUC amounting to less than a 2-fold increase should be classified as “weak”. Increases ranging from 2- to 5-fold were classified as “moderate”, whereas a “strong interaction” is marked by increases in MDZ AUC exceeding 5-fold. For other CYPs and ABCB1, the guidelines suggest that increases in the AUC of specific probes (e.g., warfarin, CYP2C9; omeprazole, CYP2C19; dextromethorphan, CYP2D6; digoxin, ABCB1) of 2-fold or higher may constitute clinically significant interactions. Rifampin was identified as an acceptable probe for examining the induction of CYP2B6, CYP2C8, CYP2C9, CYP2C19, CYP3A4, and ABCB1. A reduction in the AUC values of substrates by 30% or greater would constitute a significant induction interaction. For drugs with narrow therapeutic indices, demonstration of a potentially “weak” interaction by a botanical could result in significant adverse side effects. Therefore, for purposes of this review, botanical formulations producing increases in probe drug AUCs of 2-fold will be classified as “clinically significant” inhibitors, and those reducing probe drug AUCs by 25% or more will be considered “clinically significant” inducers [163,164].

One final limitation of clinical studies is that they can be costly, and it is often difficult to obtain mechanistic information. Nevertheless, clinical studies represent the only reliable means for realistically assessing a botanical supplement’s herb-drug interaction potential [137,138].

Adulterants and Contamination

Dietary supplements have also faced challenges with regard to contamination and adulteration. Contamination with heavy metals, microbial pathogens, pesticide residues, and improperly identified plant material, as well as adulteration with toxic plant extracts, pharmaceutical agents, and other inappropriate additives have generated concern among the medical community and lay public [165]. While contamination or adulteration with less noxious substances or botanicals may not be harmful, other additives have been the cause of serious toxicity [166]. Contamination with heavy metals and various toxic herbs is generally more problematic for imported supplements than those produced domestically [167]. More disconcerting than unintended product contamination has been the seemingly purposeful adulteration of dietary supplements with conventional drugs [168, 169]. The FDA has removed a variety of dietary supplements from the market containing undeclared prescription medications and anabolic steroids, several of which have produced toxic manifestations in some consumers [170]. Most supplement manufacturers have avoided this problem through rigorous, proactive implementation of GMPs. Others, however, have been less sedulous in their approach to product quality. Beginning in 2008, the FDA implemented GMPs for supplements, addressing issues with species identification, contamination, and adulteration. Under the GMPs, adulterants continue to be illegal, and testing for certain contaminants is now required. Implementation of these regulations should significantly reduce incidences of adulteration and contamination. Nevertheless, from an herb-drug interaction perspective, effects attributable to botanicals must be differentiated from those produced by adulterants.

Conclusion

Millions of years of “plant-animal warfare” have led to a complex and proficient system of human XMEs and transporters working in concert to preclude absorption and facilitate elimination of numerous structurally diverse dietary phytochemicals. Against the background of this efficient protective mechanism, botanical extracts and their resident PSMs have been used as medicinal agents for thousands of years becoming cultural mainstays throughout the world. Following World War II and the advent of the modern pharmaceutical industry, single-ingredient drug products quickly displaced botanicals from the pharmacopoeias of most Western societies. An appreciation for drug-drug interactions gradually emerged over the next 50 years, but not until the resurgence of botanical supplement use in 1994 did a concern for herb-drug interactions develop. For the last decade, predicting the likelihood and magnitude of herb-drug interactions has been a significant research focus within the scientific community. As will be demonstrated in the second part of this review, many PSMs modulate human XMEs and transporters in vitro, but due to various factors, this activity is rarely realized in vivo. Nevertheless, select PSMs when ingested concomitantly with prescription medications can dramatically affect human drug disposition giving rise to either reduced drug efficacy or clinically significant episodes of drug toxicity.
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